Ordeal Packing Instructions

Below you will find everything that is needed for the night of your ordeal and how you can prepare this gear. Any other gear should be packed separately and will be set up at your district, (chapter), campsite for use the next night.

(BRING A TENT)

Gear Needed:

- Sleeping Bag & Ground Cloth
- Toilet Articles / medications
- Bug repellent
- Work Clothes
- Work Gloves!!
- Pocket Knife
- 3 foot piece of kite string
- 8’x10’ tarp (or heavy plastic sheet) to be used as a shelter in case of rain

Pack everything listed above inside your sleeping bag and then roll your sleeping bag with your tarp around it lengthwise and secure it with rope as shown below. This rope can be used to devise your shelter if necessary. In addition to the items listed you must wear a complete Scout Uniform and appropriate outer clothing upon arrival in camp.

ALSO BRING:

(Do NOT pack inside horseshoe pack)

- Canteen / Hydration pack
- Flashlight
- Rain Gear
- A copy of your most current BSA Medical Form

Please Note: You will sleep out under the stars with only the equipment you bring, so be prepared. However, in inclement weather, you will sleep under cover.

You must bring a tent for Saturday night